Share your love on
Wall of Kisses
Wall of Kisses Activity

For The Great Indian Lover we created a **Wall of Kisses** where people can express their love by kissing and sharing a message for the following categories:

- The Devdas
- The Stalker
- The Bollywood Extremist
- The Petrified Lamb
- The Invisibles
Venues

It was held across cities:

1) Raahgiri Day Delhi
2) Raahgiri Day Gurgaon
3) Happy Streets Kolkata
3) Happy Streets Navi Mumbai
4) Happy streets Ahmedabad
5) Happy Streets Hyderabad
People were handed over lipstick sticky notes at Wall of Kisses.

They had to write a message related to the various types of Great Indian Lover. Devdas, stalker etc.

They had to apply lipstick and kiss on the sticky note.

They were asked to put Sticky note on the Wall.

They were encouraged to click a selfie and share on their social media pages.
Engagement on stage

- At all the venues emcee engaged with audience to build up the activity
- The entire mechanism was also carried for through stage at regular intervals driven by emcee
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Show love for any one of the lovers below:
The Devdas
The Stalker
Bollywood Extremist
The Petrified Lamb
The Invisibles
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I am overwhelmed not by the money I made on Chaar Sahibzaade but by the
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STRETCH AND WORK OUT: At the yoga arena in CP

CP Raahgirs paint the town red
Gurgaon

DEFENDING LOVE WITH
BAND, BAAJA, BAARAT

Gurgaon declares
love at
Raahgiri

BUZZ STOP
NICOLE BAGS A BARFTRA

Chans Son APOLOGIZES
JAYCEE CHAN, Jackies Jackies, son, apologized to the public on Saturday, after being released from jail, following an arrest in August for allowing others to take drugs in his residence.

NICOLE KIDMAN was named worst actress for her performance in Grace Of Monaco at Sundays BARFTRA Awards, which honour the most egregious works to hit cinemas over the past year. Each year, the British Academy for Rubbish Films and Terrible Acting commemorates the worst films and performances of the year, and according to the organizers, 2015 has proved a vintage year for terrible films, a website reported. The worst British film went to Padding The Dog: The Movie. Simon Peggs who starred in the frankly creepy Hector And The Search For Happiness, won worst actor. Anno was the worst US film award.
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Gurgaon's lipstick waali Raahgiri
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A Raahgir kisses and puts a post-it on the Wall of Kisses at the venue

SAY IT WITH BALLOONS
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Rupel told us, “I work in Gurgaon while my boyfriend stays in another city. I was not able to spend Valentine’s Day with him, so I just wanted to say that I will catch up with him soon. The message is also for my parents as I miss them as well.”

While for women it was an easy task to put on lipstick and plant a kiss of love, for the men it was like a dare. Still, many did put on the lipstick, saying that this was the least they could do for the one they love. Suraj Gautam, a resident of Sushant Lok, said, “I love my girlfriend and putting on lipstick for her is really nothing.”

While the adults indulged in showing their love, a few children also took the opportunity to de...
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